Optogenetics is a technique for controlling subpopulations of neurons in the intact brain using light. This technique has the potential to enhance basic systems neuroscience research and to inform the mechanisms and treatment of brain injury and disease. Before launching large-scale primate studies, the method needs to be further characterized and adapted for use in the primate brain. We assessed the safety and efficiency of two viral vector systems (lentivirus and adeno-associated virus), two human promoters (human synapsin (hSyn) and human thymocyte-1 (hThy-1)) and three excitatory and inhibitory mammalian codon-optimized opsins (channelrhodopsin-2, enhanced Natronomonas pharaonis halorhodopsin and the stepfunction opsin), which we characterized electrophysiologically, histologically and behaviorally in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). We also introduced a new device for measuring in vivo fluorescence over time, allowing minimally invasive assessment of construct expression in the intact brain. We present a set of optogenetic tools designed for optogenetic experiments in the non-human primate brain.
t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S Optogenetics is a technique for controlling subpopulations of neurons in the intact brain using light. This technique has the potential to enhance basic systems neuroscience research and to inform the mechanisms and treatment of brain injury and disease. Before launching large-scale primate studies, the method needs to be further characterized and adapted for use in the primate brain. We assessed the safety and efficiency of two viral vector systems (lentivirus and adeno-associated virus), two human promoters (human synapsin (hSyn) and human thymocyte-1 (hThy-1)) and three excitatory and inhibitory mammalian codon-optimized opsins (channelrhodopsin-2, enhanced Natronomonas pharaonis halorhodopsin and the stepfunction opsin), which we characterized electrophysiologically, histologically and behaviorally in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). We also introduced a new device for measuring in vivo fluorescence over time, allowing minimally invasive assessment of construct expression in the intact brain. We present a set of optogenetic tools designed for optogenetic experiments in the non-human primate brain.
Systems neuroscience relies mainly on recordings of neural activity and its correlation with behavior. It also uses pharmacological mani pulations to perturb the neural system and thereby to establish causal relationships between neural activity and behavior. These manipula tions can be targeted to specific cell types and are very powerful 1 , but they act on a time scale of minutes, whereas neurons act on a time scale of milliseconds. Electrical stimulation can be used for temporally more precise, but not cell type-specific, manipulations. Electrical stimulation also does not allow highly controlled inhibi tion and causes electrical interference that hampers the simultaneous electrical recording of neural signals from the same site. Optogenetics addresses these challenges by introducing into neurons lightsensitive proteins that regulate the ion conductance of the membrane. These proteins, encoded by microbial opsin genes, are derived from sources such as archaebacteria and algae. They allow optical excitation 2, 3 or inhibition 4, 5 of specific neuron types based on their expression or projection patterns. Moreover, optogenetics allows simultaneous artifactfree electrical recording of action potentials [6] [7] [8] .
Optogenetics has been applied in a multitude of behavioral and electrophysiological studies in rodents 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and an initial study in rhesus monkeys has been successful 14 . However, three main challenges and constraints remain before optogenetic techniques are ready for broad application in nonhuman primate science, including neural prosthetics research 15 .
First, it is necessary to characterize the extent, efficiency, toler ance and pattern of opsin expression in nonhuman primate cortex to facilitate scientific interpretation of results, and to minimize poten tial risks. Viral vectors, promoters and opsins are the three relevant agents that need to be tested. In addition, the amount of laser power applied to the brain is of central interest as too much power can lead to thermal damage [16] [17] [18] . Second, the reliability of optogenetic stimulation and its effect on neural activity and behavior need to be tested to aid in the design of future experiments, and to maximize the chances of experimental success. Third, standard histological approaches, which are useful for analyzing expression patterns, can be performed only after completion of experiments. Experiments with behaviorally trained monkeys typically span months or years and result in extremely valuable experimental subjects. This makes standard histological evaluation less attractive. A method is needed that allows repeated in vivo fluorescence measurements in the non human primate brain to determine expression levels and to find the opsinexpressing sites, which can be distant from the injection site because of axonal or transsynaptic trafficking 19 .
Here we address these three challenges with a panel of optogenetic tools applied in rhesus macaques and tested with singleunit and local field potential electrophysiology. We also compare the effects of optical, electrical and combined optoelectronic stimulation in motor cortex on passive behavior, and show in vivo and ex vivo fluo rescence measurements.
RESULTS
We injected two monkeys at seven different sites with four different constructs (Fig. 1) . These constructs included the membrane channel channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) 2 , which activates neurons when driven with blue light; the chloride pump enhanced Natronomonas pharaonis halorhodopsin (eNpHR2.0) 5 , which inhibits spiking when driven with yellow or green light; and a stepfunction opsin (SFO), which is a mutated version of channelrhodopsin (hChR2(C128S)) 20 that puts neurons in a state of increased excitability for many seconds after a brief blue light pulse. This last effect can be reversed by a brief pulse t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S of yellow light. Our promoter choices included two human promot ers. hSyn has been implicated in the regulation of neurotransmitter release at synapses, particularly at glutamatergic and GABAergic syn apses 21 . hThy-1 is a gene for a cellsurface protein, and was originally discovered as a thymocyte antigen. It is also present on the axonal processes of neurons 22 . As primateappropriate viral vectors, we chose adenoassociated virus (AAV) serotype 2 pseudotyped with serotype 5 (here referred to as AAV5). We injected 1 µl of virus each millimeter from the cortical surface to a depth of 6-10 mm (normal to the brain surface), to test infections across all cortical layers and taking into account potential cortical folding. Monkey D was injected with AAV5 hSynChR2EYFP along a line through motor and somatosensory cortex, as well as with AAV5hThy1ChR2EYFP and AAV5hThy1 eNpHR2.0EYFP in motor cortex. Monkey B was injected with AAV5 hThy1ChR2EYFP in somatosensory cortex. All AAV5 vectors had a titer of 10 12 particles per ml. We also injected one site in monkey B with a lentivirus carrying hSyn-SFO-EYFP in parietal cortex with a titer of 10 9 -10 10 particles per ml. Between weeks 5 and 12 after viral vector injection, we optically stimulated the injected sites while simultaneously recording neural activity. We also monitored potential effects of the optical stimulation on passive motor behavior, and com pared and combined optical stimulation with electrical stimulation to explore effects on behavior. Five months after injection (monkey D) and four months after injection (monkey B), we assessed expression levels and patterns first by in vivo fluorescence measurement and subsequently with standard histological methods.
Optogenetic inhibition
During the period between 5 and 12 weeks after injection of the eNpHR2.0 vector, we illuminated tissue with green (561 nm) or yellow (594 nm) light. Neurons responded with a rapid reduction in firing rate to pulse trains or continuous green light with latencies of 1-3 ms ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 1a,b) . Power densities ranged from 3 mW mm −2 to 255 mW mm −2 , measured at the tip of the 200µm diameter fiber, which produced estimated power densities of 0.34 mW mm −2 to 27 mW mm −2 at the site of electrical recordings (the electrode tip typically led the fiber by 300 µm; see Online Methods for calculation details and Supplementary Fig. 1c) . For a quantitative analysis of how individual neurons responded to light, we performed a χ 2 test (criterion P < 0.01, χ 2 = 3.8415, 1 degree of freedom) comparing baseline activity with activity during illumination. At the eNpHR2.0 expressing site we found that 38% (55/144) of all recorded single units and 22% (7/32) of all multiunits significantly changed their firing rate in response to green light (see Supplementary Table 1) . Typically, responsive neurons decreased their firing rates ( Fig. 2b and  Supplementary Fig. 2a) . Only fifteen cells responded with an increase in firing rate, presumably due to disinhibitory network effects (that is, optical inhibition of a neuron that inhibited the neuron under observation). To investigate further whether the firing rate increase was an indirect network effect or based on the stimulation of axons originating from ChR2expressing sites we stimulated the eNpHR2.0 expressing site with blue light (Supplementary Figs. 2b and 3) . We found that 17 units (single and multiunits) responded to blue light with an increase in firing rates (and 5 units with a decrease). There was a trend toward longer latencies (6-7 ms as opposed to the 2-3 ms latencies at ChR2expressing sites; see below), which suggested that an indirect network effect was responsible, but short latency responses also occurred. Simultaneously with singleunit recordings, we mea sured local field potentials (LFPs). LFP deflections followed stimula tion frequencies ( Supplementary Fig. 4) , and the polarity of LFP deflections caused by green or yellow light was positive with a nega tive rebound, as expected from the underlying ion flow. Blue light did not cause LFP modulations.
To test whether eNpHR2.0 expression had an effect on neuronal activity we compared baseline firing rates (that is, without optical stim ulation) of light responsive and light unresponsive single units. t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S Fig. 6 ). With increasing stimulation frequency, the probability of each light pulse evoking a spike decreased. For higher frequencies (>50 Hz) and continuous stimulation we often observed an initial burst of activity followed by a reduction in firing rate ( Supplementary Fig. 5c,d ). In total, 50% (62/127) of all neurons recorded from sites injected with the ChR2construct under the control of the hSyn promoter and 45% (24/53) from sites injected with ChR2construct under the control of the hThy-1 promoter responded significantly to blue light. A slightly higher percentage of multiunits passed the significance criterion (hSyn: 54/87 (62%); hThy-1: 14/23 (61%); χ 2 test, criterion P < 0.01, χ 2 = 3.8415, 1 degree of freedom). The responses were mainly excita tory, with rare exceptions (three single units and two multiunits from hSyn-ChR2 and two single units and two multiunits from hThy-1-ChR2-expressing sites showed overall suppression of spiking activity for at least one of the tested frequencies; Fig. 3c,d and Supplementary  Fig. 7 ). Simultaneously measured LFPs revealed opposite polarities to LFPs evoked at the eNpHR2.0 injected site: deflections caused by blue light were negative with a positive rebound at sites expressing ChR2 (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Again, this is as expected given the ionic currents that result from illumination of ChR2 and eNpHR2.0. The lightresponsive neurons did not differ significantly from light unresponsive neurons in their spontaneous activity in areas injected with AAV5hThy1ChR2EYFP (Wilcoxon ranksum test, P = 0.64; median lightresponsive neurons 6.5 Hz, median lightunresponsive neurons 7.9 Hz; see Supplementary Table 2 ). In areas injected with AAV5hSynChR2EYFP, we found a slight reduction in baseline activity of lightresponsive neurons (P = 0.04; median lightresponsive neurons 1.1 Hz, median lightunresponsive neurons 2.2 Hz).
Effect of optical stimulation on passive movements
It has been reported that optical stimulation of ChR2 in the macaque frontal eye field does not cause overt movements 14 . To determine t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S whether this is true for motor and somatosensory cortex, we moni tored the contralateral arm and hand during optical stimulation in both monkeys (Fig. 4) . We analyzed 18 stimulation sessions for monkey D and 8 sessions for monkey B. Despite the strong neuronal responses to light, which we recorded simultaneously at the same site with optrodes, we saw no effect on spontaneous motor behavior (the resting arm and hand did not twitch or move during optical stimula tion). This was the case even at sites where standard intracortical electrical stimulation reliably caused arm and hand movements.
As a potentially more sensitive assay, we also tested whether opti cal stimulation could modulate the effect of electrical stimulation in motor cortex in monkey D. We therefore performed electrical stimulation using current levels just barely above threshold with and without simultaneous optical stimulation (see Online Methods for stimulation parameters). We found no increase (or decrease) in electrically evoked hand deflections with the addition of blue light stimulation at ChR2injected sites (Fig. 4a) . Similarly, inhibition with yellow light at an eNpHR2.0 site did not result in a decrease (or increase) in movements induced by electrical stimulation (Fig. 4b) . Finally, we attempted to 'prime' electrical stimulation trains with pre ceding optical stimulation. Again, this did not seem to influence the magnitude of hand movements. In summary, despite the fact that stimulation with blue light increased neuronal activity by up to two orders of magnitude relative to baseline activity (Fig. 3c,d ) and that hand deflections were evoked by electrical stimulations at the same site, we did not observe an effect of optical stimulation on passive hand movements. This suggests that there is a mechanistic difference between optical and electrical stimulation. In addition to the hand, we monitored the rest of the monkeys' bodies during optical stimulation. Stimulation did not result in any reproducible change in body posture or any seizurelike behavior.
Bistable optogenetic excitation
We also recorded activity from 12 single units and 17 multiunits from monkey B at sites injected with LentihSynChR2(C128S)EYFP. On the basis of results in rodents, we expected to see longlasting increases in neural activity after brief pulses of blue light. This effect has been described to be reversible by yellow light pulses 20 . Owing to the cumulative nature of SFO activity, we further expected that short, lowintensity light pulses would gradually increase the activity of the expressing neurons because of increased depolarization with repeated light pulses.
Four single units (33%) and six multiunits (26%) showed the expected longlasting response to a 10ms blue light pulse. Although a single 10ms pulse of blue light (3-255 mW mm −2 at the tip of the fiber) typically evoked 1-3 spikes in lightresponsive neurons at ChR2expressing sites, a single 10ms pulse of blue light of the same intensity range caused neurons at the SFOexpressing site to increase their firing rates for several seconds (Fig. 5a-c and Supplementary  Fig. 9a ). On average, 355 spikes were evoked by a single pulse, which makes the SFO more than 100 times as 'responsive' as ChR2. A 500ms illumination with yellow light reversed the effect, resulting in abrupt return of the firing rate to the baseline (Fig. 5d) . Repeated pulsing of blue light (10 ms pulse width, 2 s pulse interval, average power density of 0.1 mW mm −2 ; see Online Methods for calculation details) caused a stepwise increase in firing rate until it reached a plateau after six light pulses ( Fig. 5e and Supplementary Fig. 9b ).
In vivo fluorescence detection of opsin expression For nonhuman primate studies, which typically take years, it would be desirable to determine expression in vivo while experiments are ongoing. This would allow researchers to monitor expression over the weeks after the injections and to determine the ideal time to starting recordings. Importantly, it would allow independent verification of viral vector delivery and opsinEYFP expression separately from the electrophysiological functionality of the proteins encoded by the opsin genes. We developed and applied a new fluorescence detection device to achieve this goal, which for optimal versatility and minimal tissue t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S damage uses a single fiber optic cable both to deliver source light and to detect the emitted fluorescent light (from enhanced yellow fluorescent protein, EYFP; Fig. 6a ). In this design the same fiber can be used to deliver light for neural modulation (when used for optogenetic experi ments) and to deliver light for fluorescence excitation (when used for in vivo fluorescence measurements). The fiber delivers excitation light pulses to the region of interest and guides a sample of the correspond ing emission signal back to a sensitive lownoise detector. Parallel to this first photodetector, a second detector is used to eliminate the effect of input light fluctuations, imperfection of the optical filters, selffluorescence at the tip of the fiber and random backreflection of the excitation or stimulation light when the operator moves the fiber up and down within tissue. We used a set of optical fiber split ters to combine the input light, which was generated by numerous light sources, and to distribute the emission signal in the system. To further improve the signaltonoise ratio we applied a combination of patterned pulses and a softwarebased timelens filter (see Online Methods). Compared with traditional dichroicbased setups 23 , the new system is smaller and more mobile, is more robust and requires minimal alignment. The device was connected to an optrode that col lected fluorescence measurements while moving dorsoventrally. We observed fluorescence increases as the fiber entered cortex, con sistent with the fluorescence levels across the injected area as confirmed by subsequent confocal microscopy of frozen brain slices (Fig. 6b) . The in vivo measured signal increased 1-2 mm below the cortical surface, as expected because the device integrates across the volume in front of the fiber. In fixed slices, we measured fluorescence from an angle perpendicular to the brain surface. This led to measurements that reflected more closely the intensity profile in the fluorescence image. As we conducted the in vivo fluorescence measurements with the same optrode that was used for optical stimulation, simultaneous electri cal recordings were possible. The in vivo fluorescence measurements correlated with the neural responses to light stimulation (Fig. 6c) .
Only at depths that showed an increased fluorescence level did we find neurons that responded to the optical stimulation. To con firm that fluorescence caused by the opsinEYFP expression can be discriminated from autofluorescence in the primate brain, we conducted measurements in the perfused brain of monkey B. We compared measurements from a region that expressed opsinEYFP with measurements from visual cortex of the contralateral hemisphere, an area that is not known to receive projections from somatosensory t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S cortex of the other hemisphere 24 . In contrast to quantified fluores cence at the injected site, there was no significant change in the con trol region of visual cortex (Supplementary Fig. 10 ).
To test whether expression can be tracked over time we injected rats with AAV5hSynChR2EYFP in motor cortex and hippocampus (Fig. 6d) . Over the course of 35 days the fluorescence signal increased exponentially (Fig. 6e) . After this period the fluorescence increase slowed down, giving the overall timeexpression curve a sigmoi dal shape. Control rats that were implanted with a fiber but did not receive a virus injection did not show any difference in fluorescence signal. To test whether expression in projecting fibers can be detected by the in vivo fluorescence detector we measured fluorescence in the hippocampus contralateral to the injected hemisphere over the same time span. We found that fluorescence increased steadily but that this increase lagged behind that seen at the injected sites, and that fluorescence was much weaker than at injected sites, as expected because we were measuring only projecting fibers.
Histological evaluation of opsin expression
At the end of the experiment, we used standard histological tech niques to determine expression patterns. Both promoters, hThy-1 and hSyn, resulted in strong local expression in cell bodies, dendrites and axons as well as in fibers that projected to subcortical structures (see arching green lines in Fig. 7a) . The hThy-1 promoter led to particu larly strong labeling of local dendrites, whereas hSyn caused particu larly pronounced expression in axons that projected to other cortical areas (Fig. 7b) . Within cortex, we found labeled fibers more than 5 cm away from injections (for example, fibers following the projec tion from motor cortex to supplementary motor cortex (SMA) 25 ), indicating that corticocortical projections could be targeted with these constructs. To evaluate the efficiency of the different constructs and viral vectors we calculated the ratio of expressing cells in injected and noninjected sites (Fig. 7c,d, Supplementary Tables 3-6 and Supplementary Fig. 11 ). We found that 43.9% (1174/2673) of all neurons showed expression within a 3mm circle centered on the AAV5hSynChR2EYFP injection. In layers 4-5 the expression levels were as high as 77% (154/199). Directly adjacent to the strongly expressing area, the expression levels dropped to 0.6% (6/1028), producing a sharp border between expressing and nonexpressing tissue. When moving further away from the injection site (3 mm and 11.5 mm from the center of the injection site) we encountered only one expressing neuron even though these areas (especially the 11.5 mm distant SMA) showed strong expression in fibers. When we used the same promoter but in a lentivirus (LentihSynSFOEYFP) In vivo fluorescence (a.u.)
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and at a lower titer, the efficiency was lower (24.7% transfected neurons or 375/1520 averaged across all layers, and 38% or 92/240 at layers 4 and 5). At the center of injections, both constructs under the control of the hThy-1promoter showed similar expression levels as did AAV5hSynChR2EYFP (AAV5hThy1ChR2EYFP: 42.9% or 725/1691 averaged across all layers and 67.8% or 162/239 at layers 4 and 5; AAV5hThy1eNpHR2.0EYFP: 40.0% or 448/1121 averaged across all layers and 64.6% or 95/147 in layers 4 and 5). In compari son to AAV5hSynChR2EYFP, the dropoff of EYFPexpressing cells was more gradual under the control of the hThy-1promoter (AAV5hThy1ChR2EYFP: 11.5% or 145/1266 at 1.1 mm from injection center; AAV5hThy1eNpHR2.0EYFP: 22.3% or 231/1035 at 1.1 mm from injection center). The upper layers of cortex did not express the opsins, regardless of promoter, opsin type and viral vector. To test whether this finding was specific to the vicinity of the cortical surface, we analyzed the expression patterns in cortical sulci. There, we observed the same lack of expression in upper layers (Fig. 7c,d , LentihSynSFOEYFP, derived from the sulcus).
In very rare cases (0.08% or 1/1233) we encountered labeled neu rons in noninjected areas. This effect seems most likely to be caused by retrograde transport, a mechanism that can occur with specific AAV serotypes 26 . In summary, this injection scheme, which separated the sites of injections by 4 mm on the surface of cortex, led to robust and nonoverlapping expression patches between layers 4 and 6 (how ever, labeled axons are likely to reach over and cross into neighboring injected areas).
Both the hSyn and hThy-1 promoters are expected to drive expression and produce functional opsins in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons. To determine the proportions of neurons of each type that expressed EYFP, we immunostained cortical slices with antibodies against the excitatory neuron-specific marker αCaMKII 27 and the inhibitory neuron-specific neurotransmitter GABA 28 . As expected, owing to the known smaller proportion of inhibitory neurons in cortex 29 , we found a smaller percentage of EYFPexpressing cells that were also labeled with GABA than were also labeled with αCamKII ( Supplementary Fig. 12 and Supplementary Table 7) . To ensure that the virally expressed proteins were functional in both cell types, we used waveform shape to identify putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons during electrophysiological recordings 30, 31 (though note that this technique can produce misclassifications 32 ). We found that similar proportions of both cell types were lightsensitive ( Supplementary Fig. 13 and Supplementary Table 8) .
To investigate longterm effects of the virus infection and opsin expression in the brain we analyzed the status of EYFPopsin express ing neurons with the nuclear marker 4′,6diamidino2phenylindole (DAPI), the neuronspecific nuclear marker (NeuN) 33 and the astro cytespecific marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) 34 . Cell nuclei of infected cells appeared to be intact and the morphology of infected neurons appeared normal 4-5 months after injections with hightiter viruses (Fig. 8) . Expression was exclusively restricted to neurons and we found no infected astroglia ( Supplementary  Fig. 11d) . All of the neurons that expressed opsin and EYFP also expressed NeuN (AAV5hSynChR2EYFP, 121/121 cells; AAV5 hThy1ChR2EYFP, 119/119; AAV5hThy1eNpHR2.0EYFP, 111/111; LentihSynSFOEYFP, 120/120) but none coexpressed GFAP (0/121, 0/119, 0/111 and 0/120, respectively). In areas that received projections, expression was limited to projecting axons (Fig. 7b) . Whereas neurons looked healthy in general, we found aggregations of ChR2EYFP in dendrites in areas injected with AAV5hSynChR2EYFP (Fig. 8a, right) , which seem to be a sign of overexpression. However, neurons with aggregates had normal cell shapes and no abnormal staining. Further from the center of the injections the aggregations vanished. We found fewer of these aggregations with the same construct under control of the hThy-1 promoter (Fig. 8b) . The same promoter hSyn controlling SFO-EYFP expression delivered with a lower titer lentiviral vector also produced fewer aggregations (Fig. 8c) . Aggregations were completely absent at the site injected with AAV5hThy1eNpHR2.0EYFP (Fig. 8d) .
DISCUSSION
In this study we sought to develop and test optogenetic tools specifi cally for the needs of researchers using nonhuman primates. In the course of these efforts, we assessed the safety and efficacy of two different viral vectors, two primatespecific promoters and three different opsins on an electrophysiological and histological level. Furthermore, we compared and combined optical and electrical stim ulation in motor cortex to evaluate its impact on passive movements. We also introduced technology for in vivo tracking of expression of fluorescent proteins in the living primate and rodent brain, which is t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S essential for evaluating expression, guiding recordings and improving experimental yield. With the combination of viral vectors, promoters and opsins reported here and in previous work, reliable optogenetic excitation and inhibition of neural activity in nonhuman primates seems to be possible. Below we discuss the merits and current limita tions of this technique to advance the design of future nonhuman primate neuroscience and neural prosthetic experiments.
Safety of optogenetics in non-human primates We found that AAV5, which is safe for use in nonhuman pri mates 35, 36 , can be used as a safe and effective viral vector for deliver ing opsins into the brains of nonhuman primates. AAVs are known to be tolerated by the human immune system 37 . Although AAV2 has been successfully used for gene therapies 38 , AAV5 might be prefer able because it shows very low neutralizing factor seroprevalence in humans (3.2% as opposed to 59% for AAV2) 39 and diffuses more readily in brain tissue 40 . To increase efficacy we also introduced here a set of primate promoters (both hSyn and hThy-1 are derived from the human genome) that are suitable for balanced expression in excitatory and inhibitory primate neurons. Histological workup confirmed high and welltolerated neuronspecific expression in somata and projec tions under both promoters. However, we noted apparent ChR2EYFP aggregations with hSyn and to a much lesser degree with the hThy-1 promoter. Such aggregations may be linked to overexpression and could have an effect on cell health. The appearance of cell bodies and nuclei did not give indications of cell deterioration but we cannot rule out the possibility that these aggregates have negative effects on the cells' metabolism. We used electrical recordings to confirm that opsinexpressing neurons were functional (they produced action potentials) both with and without light stimulation. The slightly lower baseline firing rate of lightresponsive neurons in sites injected with AAV5hSynChR2EYFP as compared to lightunresponsive units might indicate an unhealthy trend of neuron activity which might be coupled to the aggregate formation. Aggregation could be reduced or completely avoided by using a less strong promoter (like hThy-1), by using a lentiviral vector instead of AAV5 (or a low virus titer instead of a high virus titer), or by enhancing trafficking as successfully imple mented in eNpHR2.0 (ref. 5). With our in vivo fluorescence device we have found that expression increases exponentially over the course of 5-7 weeks, after which fluorescence approached what might be a saturation level. As the histological studies were done 1-2 months past the 7week time point we believe that the observed expression patterns were probably close to the maximum. In addition to potential opsin overexpression, the recording and stimulation equipment itself can cause tissue damage. Although we were able to successfully record for more than 20 sessions from each injected site with the current optrode design, we noted that cortical damage was caused by the currently used optrodes. We believe that this damage could be substantially reduced by switching from the 'twotip' design (fiber + electrode) to a 'coaxial' optrode with a sin gle, smaller tip 8 . Another safety issue is phototoxicity, a phenomenon known from live cell imaging, where illuminating a fluorescent mole cule causes the selective death of the cells that express it 41 . That we were able to optically stimulate and record from cells over the course of over 60 trials, and to record neural activity from the same site after 20 stimulation and recording sessions, suggests that phototoxicity is not a safety concern for optogenetic manipulations with the laser power densities used here.
Finally, the regularity of optical ChR2 stimulations raises the issue of evoking seizures. We therefore closely monitored the monkeys dur ing optical stimulations. We never observed seizurelike behavior.
Efficacy of optogenetics in non-human primates
We found that 38-50% of all neurons recorded at AAV5injected sites were lightresponsive, in accordance with the histological finding that 40-43% of neurons expressed the construct. This level of expression might seem low but is comparable with other (nonoptogenetic) virus characterization studies 40, 42 . There are substantial differences between the different AAV serotypes 40 and virus chimerae promise higher efficacy 43 .
Unexpectedly, we did not find cells expressing opsin and EYFP in layers 1 and 2/3 with any of the tested constructs. Expression was almost exclusively restricted to layers 4-6. We found the same reduction of expression in upper cortical layers in sulci, arguing against any surface related explanations (for example, virus escape to the surface). Viral tropism and layerspecific promoter readout alone seem unlikely to be the reason for this expression pattern because AAVs and lentiviruses express in all cortical layers 42 . However, the specific combination of promoter, viral vector and titer might have caused the layer specificity. Although the observed expression pattern is surprising it also offers opportunities, by virtue of allowing deep layer-specific stimulation.
In the horizontal dimension perpendicular to the injection track, expression occurred only in a defined diameter of about 1.5-2 mm around the injection track. However, transport of the opsin to axons can lead to expression many millimeters away from the injected area, thus allowing projection stimulation 19 . The neuron activation caused by blue light in an eNpHR2.0expressing site that we encountered was probably caused by such stimulation of axons originating from ChR2 expressing sites. For nonhuman primate studies, in which suitable promoter fragments for specificity are limited, axonal targeting offers a promoterindependent targeting possibility 19, 44, 45 .
We demonstrated efficacy and functionality of optogenetic control in the expressing neurons by optical stimulation paired with elec trical recordings across months after injections. As expected from the channel kinetics, SFO channels only needed a brief pulse of blue light to be activated for many seconds whereas ChR2expressing neurons responded with only one spike per light pulse. For ChR2, lowfrequency stimulation (<50 Hz) was most reliable in causing action potentials. We sometimes encountered effects opposite to the expected directions (blue light causing inhibition at ChR2expressing sites and green light causing excitation at eNpHR2.0 expressing sites). This was probably caused by an indirect network effect arising from nonexpressing neurons receiving increased or decreased inhibitory input from opsinexpressing neurons. However, the overall network activity, as measured with LFPs, showed a strong effect that was in accordance with the expected ion flow. At eNpHR2.0expressing sites illuminated with yellow light, Cl − is pumped into neurons, causing a relative increase in positive charges (positive deflections of the LFP signal) in the extracellular milieu. At ChR2expressing sites, Na + flows into the cells when blue light is present causing a relative decrease in positive charges (negative deflections of the LFP signal) in the extra cellular milieu. This is consistent with populationwide inhibition of neural activity at eNpHR2.0injected sites and populationwide excitation of neural activity at ChR2injected sites.
We found that optical stimulation in cortical motor and premotor areas did not evoke movements. This finding contrasts with the large effect of optical stimulation on neuronal activity and the abil ity to evoke movements by electrical stimulations with an electrode in close proximity to the optical fiber tip. Hence, it would appear that optical stimulation did not perturb the system in some way that electrical stimulation does. It is possible that the observed 40-50% of channelexpressing neurons is not enough to yield a behavioral effect. Employing more effective virus serotypes and chimerae t e C h n I C a l r e p O r t S could be a solution 43 . However, there are other possibilities. First, the observed specificity for deeper layers is contrasted by electri cal stimulation, which is likely to affect all cortical layers. Second, the region of stimulation might have been too small to cause overt movement. Whereas electrical stimulation can affect neurons sev eral millimeters away from the stimulating electrode 46 by activat ing distant nontargeted cells that happen to have axonal projections or collaterals near the electrode, optical stimulation only affects approximately 1 mm 3 around the tip of the fiber 10 owing to the local expression of lightsensitive channels and the limited spread of light. Although this small volume seems to be enough to evoke movements in rodents 6 , the rhesus monkey brain is approximately 250 times larger and might therefore require a larger volume of activated tissue. The introduction of larger fiber diameters and larger numerical apertures for broader light cones, or multiple optical fibers for multisite stimulation, could be beneficial. However, this will inev itably cause more cortical damage. Engineered opsin genes designed for enhanced light sensitivity, photocurrent size and redshifted action spectra (allowing greater light spread in tissue) 19 are therefore pref erable options to improve the toolbox. Third, it is also conceivable that the frequencies of our optical stimulation were not high enough. Electrical stimulation uses pulse trains at several hundred Hz (for example, 300-350 Hz), and it is possible that specific neuron classes follow these high electrical stimulation frequencies. ChR2expressing neurons, meanwhile, could only follow lower optical stimulation frequencies reliably, with 20-50 Hz being the maximum for reliably evoking spikes. Future experiments using opsins with faster kinetics such as ChETA 47 might allow this possibility to be explored. Fourth, compensation dynamics might have masked the effect of the optical stimulation. Fifth, it has been shown that neural activity in primary motor cortex and premotor cortex can increase without causing move ment or even EMG activity 48 . Therefore it is conceivable that we did not activate the right neuron populations in the exact way necessary to generate muscle activity. Finally, we focused on passively evoked movements in this study. More sensitive measures of behavior might be required, such as optical stimulation while animals are actively involved in a task. In those settings, electrical subthreshold stimula tion (stimulation that does not evoke any overt movement) has been shown to influence behavior 49 . A similar protocol might therefore be more likely to reveal an effect of optical stimulation.
The aim of this study was to help to enable safe, reliable and effec tive experiments using tools designed specifically for nonhuman primates. We believe that the characterization of optogenetics is an ongoing process. However, optogenetic gain and lossoffunction experiments, such as those described here, might allow a sequence of electrophysiology studies similar to classic pharmacological and electrical microstimulation experiments, with increased temporal resolution and celltype specificity.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
